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From a Backyard to the Big Time
Erik’s Bikes and Boards

path?” he said.
Today, about 6,500 cyclists per day use
the Greenway and Ishaug broke even his
first year in business. Three weeks into
his second year, he was up about 20 percent from the year before.
Freewheel stocks complete bikes from
Trek, Civia, Masi and Surly, but those
sales make up less than 5 percent of
overall business. About one-third of his
income comes from the café; one-third
from service; and the last third from
commuter accessories like tires, tubes
and lube.
He also sells memberships for $110 a
year, which pays for 24-hour key-card
access, lockers, bike storage, discounts
on services, merchandise, coffee and
clinics.
Ishaug is eyeing new bike center projects at the University of Minnesota campus and in the western suburbs where a
new light rail station is planned.
“If we’re the hub we have to figure
out where the spokes are going to go to
connect the rest of the places,” Ishaug
said. —Nicole Formosa

S

Public/Private Partnership Puts Midtown Bike Center on Track

everywhere. There were so many professional bicycle
retailers. The city just made you want to get on a bike
and go. It gave me hope and excitement to think about
how many more cyclists our country can create as
more cities learn from Minneapolis and enable riders
everywhere to experience the freedom and joy that cycling brings.
We’ve been saying “Ride Life” at Giant for a couple
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of years now to describe the things cyclists do—on
and off the bike—to show their love of bicycling. This
could be everything from an epic day on sweet singletrack to a quick jaunt to join friends for coffee to that
magical moment when a youngster gets rid of training
wheels and discovers the independence of two-wheeling. The BRAIN Twin Cities Dealer Tour proves that
“Ride Life” is alive and well…and growing.

Ride Life in the Twin Cities Is Alive and Well

Freewheel Midtown Bike Center

Guest Editorial
any bank loans—if I’m paying my
bills and my employees, I’m golden,” he said.
Despite his sense that his customer base remains willing to
spend, he is being more cautious
about orders. Instead, he is trying
to sell through a deep stock of accessories, which overflow in the
basement. —Megan Tompkins

W

John Obara

ing for a tenant to fill the remaining space.
“I’ve got an asset now rather than
shelling out rent every month, and
if I can get that space rented it will
pay for my space. I don’t have to
bring in as much income,” he said.

Photos by Jake Orness

Upcoming City Projects Hold Big Promise
hind Erik’s and Now Sports and
eventually landed the lease.
Obara’s shop and warehouse
occupies about 25 percent of the
18,000-square-foot building, which
he bought six years ago. He’s look-

I

was ready to fall on it at the city,” but key
support from several city leaders and
staff, as well as the nonprofit Midtown
Greenway Coalition, helped keep the
bike center on the table, Ishaug said.
Plans were scaled back, construction
proceeded and the grand opening was
held in May 2008. Ishaug subleases the
space from the nearby Allina Medical
Center, which administered the grant,
and pays rent based on a portion of his
profits.
Although the bike center was mostly
well received by the cycling community,
some critics questioned whether it was
the best use of public dollars. The project made Oklahoma Republican Sen.
Tom Coburn’s list documenting the federal government’s wasteful spending on
pet projects.
Ishaug, however, believes that most
would say that the bike center adds value to the entire cycling community.
“Here, whether you use that trail or
not, it’s an oasis. How many places can
you pull in and get your bike worked on
without leaving the comforts of the bike
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Dan Casebeer

Bike Masters

hen John Obara opened
Bike Masters in the firstring Minneapolis suburb of St. Louis Park nine years
ago, he intended on being a silent
partner, but before long he was
calling the shots.
Since then, he’s purchased the building off
Highway 7 where the nofrills shop sits and swapped
out brands like KHS, Jamis,
Schwinn and Mongoose in
favor of Giant bicycles.
Bike Masters follows Giant’s Breakaway model—
the lowest commitment
level in its retail partner
program—but nearly every
model of mountain, hybrid
and road bike in the shop displays
the Giant name.
“I went all Giant before it was
cool,” Obara quipped. Obara was
working on computers for Bennett’s
Cycle when it went out of business.
He waited in line for the space be-

n the not too distant past, the space er Kevin Ishaug created a commuter stawhere Freewheel Midtown Bike tion for cyclists with bike storage, public
Center sits in South Minneapolis shop space, showers, lockers and a café.
was no place you’d want to ride a bike.
“This was quite a different communiUnused railroad tracks
ty if you were down
ran alongside an abanhere five years ago,”
doned Sears distribuIshaug said.
tion center and an old
Ishaug began worktrain shed, both breeding at Freewheel—a
ing grounds for drugs
former co-op coand prostitution.
founded in 1974 by
But a massive, 10QBP president Steve
year, $300 million reviFlagg—in 1988. He
talization project—the
left for nearly a delargest of its kind in
cade to work as an
Minnesota’s history—
accountant, then retransformed the entire
turned as a financial
neighborhood into a
consultant and evencommuter hub, bustually bought out the
tling with cyclists zipfive co-op partners.
ping along the 9-mile
Ishaug won the
Kevin Ishaug
Greenway Path.
bid for the Midtown
Freewheel Midtown Bike Center, lo- project in 2003. The first architectural
cated on the Greenway, represents a drawings proposed a 9,000-square-foot
small, but key part of the overall project. commuter station, but were over budget
With a budget just over $800,000—made and put the project in jeopardy.
up of mostly federal grant money—own“There was a point where the gavel
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Dealer tour riders get the scoop on business from Erik Saltvold.
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d Vigil knows his target audience. When he
opened his second retail location in April
2007 he catered to the affluent area surrounding Lake Minnetonka by creating a boutique shopping
environment where well-to-do individuals would feel
at home.
“It looks like
a boutique. It is
right at home
with what the
consumer
expects,” Vigil said
of the store design, which is
clean and modern. “It greets
you without cluttered space.”
Vigil teamed
up with Giant on
the 2,000-squarefoot store, which
as a Podium
level store, carries 90 percent
Ed Vigil
Giant products.
He hired Interior Systems Inc. to help design a custom
retail space, but also taps into Giant merchandising
expertise.
What makes Vigil’s partnership with Giant unique
is that he is just as heavily committed to Trek in his
12,500-foot Chanhassen store, which opened in 2000.
Vigil said working with one primary brand in each
store streamlines logistics and strengthens purchasing power. “I love working with one brand,” Vigil said.
“Not having to make a lot of phone calls and the ability to leverage our position with vendors works very
smoothly.”
He added that both Trek and Giant are powerful
brands and have enough options to offer acceptable
substitutes if supply is short on certain models. “The
beauty about dealing with the big guys is they have
so many SKUs their bikes overlap. You can run out of
models but you can adjust,” Vigil said.
A commodities trader, Vigil runs an efficient retail
business and closely monitors inventory to know exactly how much is on hand. He regularly runs reports,
scrutinizes sales history and expects his managers to
use that information to determine staffing levels and
inventory needs. “All employees have access to everything we do to know what we did this day last year,”
Vigil said.
In addition to arming his employees with store
data, he encourages them to identify who their customer is from the moment they pull into the parking
lot. “Look at what car they drove in—look at the color,
check the brand to see if they’re status conscious,” he
said. —Megan Tompkins

rik Saltvold has come a long
way from his parents’ backyard
in Richfield, Minnesota, where
he started his first bike business as a 13year-old. Back then his trade was turning a profit by fixing up second-hand
bikes and reselling them.

BY ELYSA WALK
everal of us from Giant were lucky enough to
ride one or more days of the three-day BRAIN
tour. And, aside from the spectacular weather,
what impressed us most about the Twin Cities is the
dedicated infrastructure of a large metropolitan area
that encourages people to ride bicycles. What a difference it makes in the cycling experience! Bike paths,
river trails, greenways, stunning bridges designed only
for pedestrians and bicycle riders—planners throughout the Twin Cities have obviously put a high priority
on making cycling as safe and enjoyable as possible.
Just prior to this BRAIN tour, I rode in a charity
event in Detroit in support of one of our GRP retailers. While the enthusiasm for cycling was vibrant, the
physical cycling infrastructure was not.
Sure, Motor City is
decidedly built for
cars and is under severe economic stress.
But that doesn’t
soothe the fear of
riding on busy twolane roads (with no
bike lanes) or getting
yelled at by drivers
who think the road
is only theirs. What
a stunning difference—but what an
opportunity.
In what can only be
described as a startlingly happy coincidence, the BRAIN
Elysa Walk is the general
riders happened to
manager of Giant USA.
cross paths on Day
Three of the tour with the mayor of Minneapolis, the
honorable R.T. Rybak, who was picking up his bike
from the 24/7 bike locker facility that the city helped
make possible. He was on his way to an official meeting and knew the best way to get there was by bicycle.
Our crew complimented him on how bike-friendly his
city is and, in a nod to another city that gets all the
attention for bike culture, he joked, “Portland is just a
street in Minneapolis.”
Of course, it’s not by accident that mayors, city
council members, county commissioners, members
of congress, senators, and, yes, presidents, all decide
to help make cities more bike-friendly. It starts most
often with bicycle retailers, their customers, and advocates who just want a nice, safe place to ride. I would
encourage you to get involved in your area’s local advocacy efforts. You can find and connect with your local
cycling advocacy group through the Alliance for Biking and Walking at www.peoplepoweredmovement.
org. Or, learn about how to support the federal and
state level advocacy work at www.bikesbelong.org.
Riding Minneapolis was inspiring. The riding was
safe, fun and practical. There were friendly cyclists
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Boutique Welcomes Focus on Dedicated Enthusiasts Pays Off
Affluent Customers
from the ceiling alongside gleaming carbon fiber bikes from Bianchi, Orbea and Scott.
Casebeer said part of his value
proposition is offering a complete
bike fit with every bike sold, even
if it’s on sale. He estimates he does
400 to 500 fits a year. “I figure it’s
my job to sell you the correct bike,”
he said.
Casebeer, a tall, lanky former
racer, began building wheels at the
shop in 1983. He later purchased
the store and the building, a former
corner grocery store built in 1922
that has original hardwood floors
and tin ceilings. The bike shop
previously occupied only the front
room (the back room was leased by
a hairdresser), but Casebeer said it
has slowly crept to the other side.
“We were doing $700,000 to
$800,000 in the front room, then
we blew out the back room and
made a repair area,” Casebeer said.
Casebeer said owning the real
estate is an advantage, particularly
as the commercial real estate market has gone south. “I don’t have

Erik Saltvold

summer from high gas prices, 2008 was
Erik’s best year to-date and he acknowledges it will be difficult to match.
“I think at the end of the year we’ll
have a slight increase. We’re thinking
it’ll be a single-digit increase for the
year. Last year was greater than that.”
His advice to other retailers is not
to leverage the business so heavily that
when sales slow or margins decrease
there’s no room for error. When opening new stores, he advised, make sure
a good capital structure is in place and
examine the risks and returns.
“You don’t want to be at a level where
you’re operating at a break-even so high
that you’re just working for landlords,”
he said. —Nicole Formosa
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first-hand as Sjoquist led the group traffic artery to the Mississippi river.
around the city, taking advantage of Opened in May 2008, Sjoquist said it
the city’s dedicated bike-ped bridges was an important step toward eventuand greenways.
ally extending the Midtown Greenway
The city’s showpiece is the Midtown farther east to St. Paul.
Greenway, an
8.4-mile former
railroad
corridor
dubbed
the
“bicycle
freeway.” Built
in three stages,
with the first
phase
completed in 2000,
it cost about $9
million including land acquisition. Bicycle
counts indicate
that bicycle use Gary Sjoquist, advocacy director for Quality Bicycle
is increasing on Products, knows his way around the city’s many bike-ped
the corridor at a bridges and greenways. He lent his street smarts to the
Dealer Tour crew, leading the ride on all three days.
substantial rate.
For the period of March through June,
Sjoquist acknowledged that spendbicycle traffic increased by 25 percent ing $5 million on a bike-ped facility
from 449,996 trips in 2007 to 563,688 was not without some controversy.
trips in 2008.
“But in this particular case it was a
“That’s a special facility but it shows major barrier. People were not comit can be done. Thousands of people fortable trying to cross that huge
use that greenway to commute. It stretch with kids and with trailers,” he
proves what we’ve been saying: people said, adding that city planners are acwill change, they will move to using bi- customed to working around barriers
cycles more,” Sjoquist said.
such as the Mississippi River.
The city’s latest triumph is the Sabo
“I think it’s one of the important
Bridge, a stunning $5 million bike and things to note in Minneapolis—we
pedestrian bridge that extends the Mid- understand how to cross barriers. That
town Greenway across a major six-lane goes back to political will.”

The key to Saltvold’s success has been
setting aside the majority of his profits
to fund future growth. “It’s always been
done pretty conservatively, minimizing
debt and reinvesting earnings back in
the company,” he said.
Still, the current economy hasn’t come
without its challenges even for a company of Erik’s size. Price points are shifting
down as consumers contemplate purchases more and shy away from $5,000
and up road and mountain bikes.
“The sales process seems to be a little
slower. Suppliers are more aggressive
with programs to try to move and turn
inventory,” Saltvold said, citing rebate
programs to stimulate high-end sales.
Like many retailers who benefited last
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dents who biked to work in 2007 increased 49 percent over the previous
year, with 7,200 people commuting by
bike. That amounts to 3.8 percent of
the city’s commuters, up from about
4,840—or 2.5 percent—in 2006.
The mode share increase suggests
that large-scale investments in cycling
infrastructure in Minneapolis in recent years are working to get more
people on bikes.
“It might not work everywhere, but
when you’ve got willing city engineers
and political will, it will happen—even
in a cold weather climate,” said Gary
Sjoquist, advocacy director for Quality
Bicycle Products.
Sjoquist said the city of
Minneapolis and Hennepin
County supported bicycling
projects going back to the
1980s. But he said the climate for cycling interests really warmed when residents
elected Rybak, a triathlete
and a staunch advocate for
cycling, for his first term in
2001.
“If you’ve got a mayor who
wants to run with it, city
councilmen who will stand
behind it and city engineers
who put in the time and
funds to match state funding, I think you’ll see reNo, that’s not a peace sign, that’s Gary
sults,” Sjoquist said.
Sjoquist pointing out that Minneapolis is the
Dealer Tour participants
nation’s No. 2 bike commuting city, thanks to
the help of Mayor R.T. Rybak (on right).
experienced those results
BY MEGAN TOMPKINS
atch out Portland: Minneapolis has you in its sights.
Minneapolis is now the
nation’s No. 2 bike-commuting city
second only to Portland among cities
with commuters who bike to work, according to the U.S. Census Bureau.
And the city is taking aim at the
top slot. As the city’s cycling mayor,
R.T. Rybak, joked to the group of riders assembled at Freewheel Midtown
Bike Center, “Portland is just a street
in Minneapolis.”
The U.S. Census Bureau reported
that the number of Minneapolis resi-

Grand Performance
rand Performance is bucking the trend of declining
sales at the high end.
Dan Casebeer, owner of the St.
Paul performance road shop, said
he sees continued strength of highend road bike sales thanks to his
dedicated customer. Casebeer said
Grand Performance through May
was up $50,000 over the same time
last year. And, he added, 2008 was
its best year in terms of dollars.
He attributed continued growth
in a weak economy to a client
that buys a bike over a new car or
household appliance. “We’re not
selling to the masses; we’re selling
to specific customers,” he said.
Aided by its location a few blocks
off Summit Avenue, a tony residential street lined with old-growth
trees and historic mansions, Grand
Performance attracts a discerning
shopper. It also draws dedicated
cyclists from further afield with its
authentic pro shop vibe and ties to
founder Steve Hed of Hed wheels.
Old racing frames and jerseys
dripping with former glory hang

in the country. He also sells Raleigh and
Cannondale.
In 1999, he added snowboards into
the mix to diversify his seasonal bike
business, although the bike side remains
the majority of his bottom line.
Saltvold grew his business organically. Starting out as a teenager, he didn’t
have a grand vision to grow into more
than a dozen locations, but after he hit
two stores, it snowballed.
“Once I got to that three- or fourstore kind of size, I had to make a decision: Is this enough? Do I want to stop?
Or do I build a larger company with the
infrastructure to support more stores,”
Saltvold said.
The first impetus for growth was to
provide employees with the opportunity for a career. Today, Saltvold’s upper
management staff includes a president,
two vice presidents—one for purchasing
and another for information systems—
and managers to head up marketing,
accounting and human resources.
Central operations in Bloomington
include a 30,000-square-foot warehouse
where all inventory is shipped before
being parsed out to individual stores, a
training facility and business offices.
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City Leaders Hope If They Build It, Cyclists Will Come

Bokoo Bikes

In the past three decades, he’s built his
company into a Midwest empire with 13
stores in the Twin Cities area and two in
Madison, Wisconsin. Saltvold, who is
the sole owner of the company, employs
up to 240 people during the peak season and is the No. 1 Specialized dealer
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Chief among them: a robust and diverse array of more than 60 bike shops
satisfying the whims and preferences of
every cyclist. It is a crowded, competitive
retail environment but storeowners are
friendly with one another. They talk.
They swap stories. They work together
toward a shared goal of getting more
people on bikes.
“One of the great things is everyone
is really civil. We know we’re in this together,” said Gene Oberpriller, owner of
One on One Bicycle Studio.
A few shared experiences of retailing
in the Twin Cities rose to the surface
during our store visits:
• The selling season is short and retailers need to be ready with product on
hand when the weather breaks or they’ll
never make up lost ground.

• Bianchi has surprisingly strong
market penetration due, some suggested, to a successful longtime sales
rep.
• The Big Three—Trek, Specialized
and Giant—have put their stakes in
the ground, creating strong partnerships and launching concept stores
with market leaders.
• The dominance of these few
brands has led some retailers to worry
that the market is becoming homogenized. It’s a legitimate concern.
But this retail market retains its
unique character and charm through
its diverse array of stores. Shops have
found success by carving out specific
niches and carrying unique brands
and products.
Those that continue to differentiate
themselves with their product mix
and focus will satisfy this city’s large Used bike sales and trade-in programs
abound in this seasonal market.
and diverse group of cyclists.

Photos by Jake Orness

Continued from page DT-1

• Minnesotans are a hearty bunch.
Perhaps as a legacy of common Scandinavian heritage, they’re willing to ride
year-round despite the frigid winters.
• The downtown has a vibrant fixie
and single-speed scene that eclectic urban shops like The Hub Bike Co-op and
One on One Bike Studio have tapped
into.
• Successful storeowners like Erik
Saltvold got their start fixing up and
reselling second-hand bikes. Used bike
sales and trade-in programs still abound
in the area proving the old adage, “One
person’s trash is another person’s treasure.”
• Basements, a fixture in Midwest cycling shops, are hidden treasure troves
for bike collectors.
• Quality Bicycle Products is a major perk; it serves as a secondary warehouse for many local shops with sameday shipping.
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Minneapolis…
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Obara predicts he’ll finish the
year down considerably after losing
his low-end customers, either because they’re not buying or they’re
buying at mass-market stores.
“Normally I move several hundred comfort bikes and
I don’t think I’ve done
turns on every size. Normally I move a lot of
mountain bikes. I’m not
moving mountain bikes
at all,” he said.
Bikes priced from $500
to $1,500 are still selling
at a rate of about one per
day, Obara added.
One thing that could
help bring in more business is a city project to
build an overpass allowing cyclists
to safely cross Highway 7 from the
Kenilworth Trail, providing direct
access to Bike Masters. That project
broke ground in June. The city also
plans to install a light rail station
near the shop. —Nicole Formosa
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Minneapolis Impresses With Vibrant Bike Culture

O

BY MEGAN TOMPKINS

n the surface, Minneapolis is a city in which few
retailers in other parts of the country would envy
running a bike shop. Those who have only made
the annual pilgrimage to the Twin Cities for Quality Bicycle
Products’ open house know little about the bike facilities
buried beneath the ice and snow in February.
“We’re one of the most seasonal markets—though I haven’t
been to Buffalo, New York,” said Erik Saltvold, owner of
Erik’s Bike Shop, with 13 stores in the greater Twin Cities
area.
But this unassuming region that is home to 2.85 million
people is not unlike its residents: a modest, hard-working
bunch, who speak humbly about their own accomplishDT-16
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ments but beam with pride talking about their city.
And with good reason. Minneapolis boasts 40 miles
of dedicated bike lanes and 83 miles of off-street bike
paths. That enviable infrastructure has spawned a vibrant and varied cycling culture that defies harsh winters
and geographic obstacles such as lakes, wetlands and the
Mississippi River.
The dozen-or-so riders that traversed the city over the
course of three days in June for the BRAIN Dealer Tour
experienced some of the best weather the city has to offer.
But sunshine and mild temperatures aside, all agreed that
the Twin Cities had plenty to offer cyclists.
Continued on page D-12
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From a Backyard to the Big Time
Erik’s Bikes and Boards

path?” he said.
Today, about 6,500 cyclists per day use
the Greenway and Ishaug broke even his
first year in business. Three weeks into
his second year, he was up about 20 percent from the year before.
Freewheel stocks complete bikes from
Trek, Civia, Masi and Surly, but those
sales make up less than 5 percent of
overall business. About one-third of his
income comes from the café; one-third
from service; and the last third from
commuter accessories like tires, tubes
and lube.
He also sells memberships for $110 a
year, which pays for 24-hour key-card
access, lockers, bike storage, discounts
on services, merchandise, coffee and
clinics.
Ishaug is eyeing new bike center projects at the University of Minnesota campus and in the western suburbs where a
new light rail station is planned.
“If we’re the hub we have to figure
out where the spokes are going to go to
connect the rest of the places,” Ishaug
said. —Nicole Formosa
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Public/Private Partnership Puts Midtown Bike Center on Track

everywhere. There were so many professional bicycle
retailers. The city just made you want to get on a bike
and go. It gave me hope and excitement to think about
how many more cyclists our country can create as
more cities learn from Minneapolis and enable riders
everywhere to experience the freedom and joy that cycling brings.
We’ve been saying “Ride Life” at Giant for a couple
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of years now to describe the things cyclists do—on
and off the bike—to show their love of bicycling. This
could be everything from an epic day on sweet singletrack to a quick jaunt to join friends for coffee to that
magical moment when a youngster gets rid of training
wheels and discovers the independence of two-wheeling. The BRAIN Twin Cities Dealer Tour proves that
“Ride Life” is alive and well…and growing.

Ride Life in the Twin Cities Is Alive and Well

Freewheel Midtown Bike Center

Guest Editorial
any bank loans—if I’m paying my
bills and my employees, I’m golden,” he said.
Despite his sense that his customer base remains willing to
spend, he is being more cautious
about orders. Instead, he is trying
to sell through a deep stock of accessories, which overflow in the
basement. —Megan Tompkins
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John Obara

ing for a tenant to fill the remaining space.
“I’ve got an asset now rather than
shelling out rent every month, and
if I can get that space rented it will
pay for my space. I don’t have to
bring in as much income,” he said.

Photos by Jake Orness

Upcoming City Projects Hold Big Promise
hind Erik’s and Now Sports and
eventually landed the lease.
Obara’s shop and warehouse
occupies about 25 percent of the
18,000-square-foot building, which
he bought six years ago. He’s look-

I

was ready to fall on it at the city,” but key
support from several city leaders and
staff, as well as the nonprofit Midtown
Greenway Coalition, helped keep the
bike center on the table, Ishaug said.
Plans were scaled back, construction
proceeded and the grand opening was
held in May 2008. Ishaug subleases the
space from the nearby Allina Medical
Center, which administered the grant,
and pays rent based on a portion of his
profits.
Although the bike center was mostly
well received by the cycling community,
some critics questioned whether it was
the best use of public dollars. The project made Oklahoma Republican Sen.
Tom Coburn’s list documenting the federal government’s wasteful spending on
pet projects.
Ishaug, however, believes that most
would say that the bike center adds value to the entire cycling community.
“Here, whether you use that trail or
not, it’s an oasis. How many places can
you pull in and get your bike worked on
without leaving the comforts of the bike
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Dan Casebeer

Bike Masters

hen John Obara opened
Bike Masters in the firstring Minneapolis suburb of St. Louis Park nine years
ago, he intended on being a silent
partner, but before long he was
calling the shots.
Since then, he’s purchased the building off
Highway 7 where the nofrills shop sits and swapped
out brands like KHS, Jamis,
Schwinn and Mongoose in
favor of Giant bicycles.
Bike Masters follows Giant’s Breakaway model—
the lowest commitment
level in its retail partner
program—but nearly every
model of mountain, hybrid
and road bike in the shop displays
the Giant name.
“I went all Giant before it was
cool,” Obara quipped. Obara was
working on computers for Bennett’s
Cycle when it went out of business.
He waited in line for the space be-

n the not too distant past, the space er Kevin Ishaug created a commuter stawhere Freewheel Midtown Bike tion for cyclists with bike storage, public
Center sits in South Minneapolis shop space, showers, lockers and a café.
was no place you’d want to ride a bike.
“This was quite a different communiUnused railroad tracks
ty if you were down
ran alongside an abanhere five years ago,”
doned Sears distribuIshaug said.
tion center and an old
Ishaug began worktrain shed, both breeding at Freewheel—a
ing grounds for drugs
former co-op coand prostitution.
founded in 1974 by
But a massive, 10QBP president Steve
year, $300 million reviFlagg—in 1988. He
talization project—the
left for nearly a delargest of its kind in
cade to work as an
Minnesota’s history—
accountant, then retransformed the entire
turned as a financial
neighborhood into a
consultant and evencommuter hub, bustually bought out the
tling with cyclists zipfive co-op partners.
ping along the 9-mile
Ishaug won the
Kevin Ishaug
Greenway Path.
bid for the Midtown
Freewheel Midtown Bike Center, lo- project in 2003. The first architectural
cated on the Greenway, represents a drawings proposed a 9,000-square-foot
small, but key part of the overall project. commuter station, but were over budget
With a budget just over $800,000—made and put the project in jeopardy.
up of mostly federal grant money—own“There was a point where the gavel
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d Vigil knows his target audience. When he
opened his second retail location in April
2007 he catered to the affluent area surrounding Lake Minnetonka by creating a boutique shopping
environment where well-to-do individuals would feel
at home.
“It looks like
a boutique. It is
right at home
with what the
consumer
expects,” Vigil said
of the store design, which is
clean and modern. “It greets
you without cluttered space.”
Vigil teamed
up with Giant on
the 2,000-squarefoot store, which
as a Podium
level store, carries 90 percent
Ed Vigil
Giant products.
He hired Interior Systems Inc. to help design a custom
retail space, but also taps into Giant merchandising
expertise.
What makes Vigil’s partnership with Giant unique
is that he is just as heavily committed to Trek in his
12,500-foot Chanhassen store, which opened in 2000.
Vigil said working with one primary brand in each
store streamlines logistics and strengthens purchasing power. “I love working with one brand,” Vigil said.
“Not having to make a lot of phone calls and the ability to leverage our position with vendors works very
smoothly.”
He added that both Trek and Giant are powerful
brands and have enough options to offer acceptable
substitutes if supply is short on certain models. “The
beauty about dealing with the big guys is they have
so many SKUs their bikes overlap. You can run out of
models but you can adjust,” Vigil said.
A commodities trader, Vigil runs an efficient retail
business and closely monitors inventory to know exactly how much is on hand. He regularly runs reports,
scrutinizes sales history and expects his managers to
use that information to determine staffing levels and
inventory needs. “All employees have access to everything we do to know what we did this day last year,”
Vigil said.
In addition to arming his employees with store
data, he encourages them to identify who their customer is from the moment they pull into the parking
lot. “Look at what car they drove in—look at the color,
check the brand to see if they’re status conscious,” he
said. —Megan Tompkins

rik Saltvold has come a long
way from his parents’ backyard
in Richfield, Minnesota, where
he started his first bike business as a 13year-old. Back then his trade was turning a profit by fixing up second-hand
bikes and reselling them.

BY ELYSA WALK
everal of us from Giant were lucky enough to
ride one or more days of the three-day BRAIN
tour. And, aside from the spectacular weather,
what impressed us most about the Twin Cities is the
dedicated infrastructure of a large metropolitan area
that encourages people to ride bicycles. What a difference it makes in the cycling experience! Bike paths,
river trails, greenways, stunning bridges designed only
for pedestrians and bicycle riders—planners throughout the Twin Cities have obviously put a high priority
on making cycling as safe and enjoyable as possible.
Just prior to this BRAIN tour, I rode in a charity
event in Detroit in support of one of our GRP retailers. While the enthusiasm for cycling was vibrant, the
physical cycling infrastructure was not.
Sure, Motor City is
decidedly built for
cars and is under severe economic stress.
But that doesn’t
soothe the fear of
riding on busy twolane roads (with no
bike lanes) or getting
yelled at by drivers
who think the road
is only theirs. What
a stunning difference—but what an
opportunity.
In what can only be
described as a startlingly happy coincidence, the BRAIN
Elysa Walk is the general
riders happened to
manager of Giant USA.
cross paths on Day
Three of the tour with the mayor of Minneapolis, the
honorable R.T. Rybak, who was picking up his bike
from the 24/7 bike locker facility that the city helped
make possible. He was on his way to an official meeting and knew the best way to get there was by bicycle.
Our crew complimented him on how bike-friendly his
city is and, in a nod to another city that gets all the
attention for bike culture, he joked, “Portland is just a
street in Minneapolis.”
Of course, it’s not by accident that mayors, city
council members, county commissioners, members
of congress, senators, and, yes, presidents, all decide
to help make cities more bike-friendly. It starts most
often with bicycle retailers, their customers, and advocates who just want a nice, safe place to ride. I would
encourage you to get involved in your area’s local advocacy efforts. You can find and connect with your local
cycling advocacy group through the Alliance for Biking and Walking at www.peoplepoweredmovement.
org. Or, learn about how to support the federal and
state level advocacy work at www.bikesbelong.org.
Riding Minneapolis was inspiring. The riding was
safe, fun and practical. There were friendly cyclists
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Boutique Welcomes Focus on Dedicated Enthusiasts Pays Off
Affluent Customers
from the ceiling alongside gleaming carbon fiber bikes from Bianchi, Orbea and Scott.
Casebeer said part of his value
proposition is offering a complete
bike fit with every bike sold, even
if it’s on sale. He estimates he does
400 to 500 fits a year. “I figure it’s
my job to sell you the correct bike,”
he said.
Casebeer, a tall, lanky former
racer, began building wheels at the
shop in 1983. He later purchased
the store and the building, a former
corner grocery store built in 1922
that has original hardwood floors
and tin ceilings. The bike shop
previously occupied only the front
room (the back room was leased by
a hairdresser), but Casebeer said it
has slowly crept to the other side.
“We were doing $700,000 to
$800,000 in the front room, then
we blew out the back room and
made a repair area,” Casebeer said.
Casebeer said owning the real
estate is an advantage, particularly
as the commercial real estate market has gone south. “I don’t have

Erik Saltvold

summer from high gas prices, 2008 was
Erik’s best year to-date and he acknowledges it will be difficult to match.
“I think at the end of the year we’ll
have a slight increase. We’re thinking
it’ll be a single-digit increase for the
year. Last year was greater than that.”
His advice to other retailers is not
to leverage the business so heavily that
when sales slow or margins decrease
there’s no room for error. When opening new stores, he advised, make sure
a good capital structure is in place and
examine the risks and returns.
“You don’t want to be at a level where
you’re operating at a break-even so high
that you’re just working for landlords,”
he said. —Nicole Formosa
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first-hand as Sjoquist led the group traffic artery to the Mississippi river.
around the city, taking advantage of Opened in May 2008, Sjoquist said it
the city’s dedicated bike-ped bridges was an important step toward eventuand greenways.
ally extending the Midtown Greenway
The city’s showpiece is the Midtown farther east to St. Paul.
Greenway, an
8.4-mile former
railroad
corridor
dubbed
the
“bicycle
freeway.” Built
in three stages,
with the first
phase
completed in 2000,
it cost about $9
million including land acquisition. Bicycle
counts indicate
that bicycle use Gary Sjoquist, advocacy director for Quality Bicycle
is increasing on Products, knows his way around the city’s many bike-ped
the corridor at a bridges and greenways. He lent his street smarts to the
Dealer Tour crew, leading the ride on all three days.
substantial rate.
For the period of March through June,
Sjoquist acknowledged that spendbicycle traffic increased by 25 percent ing $5 million on a bike-ped facility
from 449,996 trips in 2007 to 563,688 was not without some controversy.
trips in 2008.
“But in this particular case it was a
“That’s a special facility but it shows major barrier. People were not comit can be done. Thousands of people fortable trying to cross that huge
use that greenway to commute. It stretch with kids and with trailers,” he
proves what we’ve been saying: people said, adding that city planners are acwill change, they will move to using bi- customed to working around barriers
cycles more,” Sjoquist said.
such as the Mississippi River.
The city’s latest triumph is the Sabo
“I think it’s one of the important
Bridge, a stunning $5 million bike and things to note in Minneapolis—we
pedestrian bridge that extends the Mid- understand how to cross barriers. That
town Greenway across a major six-lane goes back to political will.”

The key to Saltvold’s success has been
setting aside the majority of his profits
to fund future growth. “It’s always been
done pretty conservatively, minimizing
debt and reinvesting earnings back in
the company,” he said.
Still, the current economy hasn’t come
without its challenges even for a company of Erik’s size. Price points are shifting
down as consumers contemplate purchases more and shy away from $5,000
and up road and mountain bikes.
“The sales process seems to be a little
slower. Suppliers are more aggressive
with programs to try to move and turn
inventory,” Saltvold said, citing rebate
programs to stimulate high-end sales.
Like many retailers who benefited last
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dents who biked to work in 2007 increased 49 percent over the previous
year, with 7,200 people commuting by
bike. That amounts to 3.8 percent of
the city’s commuters, up from about
4,840—or 2.5 percent—in 2006.
The mode share increase suggests
that large-scale investments in cycling
infrastructure in Minneapolis in recent years are working to get more
people on bikes.
“It might not work everywhere, but
when you’ve got willing city engineers
and political will, it will happen—even
in a cold weather climate,” said Gary
Sjoquist, advocacy director for Quality
Bicycle Products.
Sjoquist said the city of
Minneapolis and Hennepin
County supported bicycling
projects going back to the
1980s. But he said the climate for cycling interests really warmed when residents
elected Rybak, a triathlete
and a staunch advocate for
cycling, for his first term in
2001.
“If you’ve got a mayor who
wants to run with it, city
councilmen who will stand
behind it and city engineers
who put in the time and
funds to match state funding, I think you’ll see reNo, that’s not a peace sign, that’s Gary
sults,” Sjoquist said.
Sjoquist pointing out that Minneapolis is the
Dealer Tour participants
nation’s No. 2 bike commuting city, thanks to
the help of Mayor R.T. Rybak (on right).
experienced those results
BY MEGAN TOMPKINS
atch out Portland: Minneapolis has you in its sights.
Minneapolis is now the
nation’s No. 2 bike-commuting city
second only to Portland among cities
with commuters who bike to work, according to the U.S. Census Bureau.
And the city is taking aim at the
top slot. As the city’s cycling mayor,
R.T. Rybak, joked to the group of riders assembled at Freewheel Midtown
Bike Center, “Portland is just a street
in Minneapolis.”
The U.S. Census Bureau reported
that the number of Minneapolis resi-

Grand Performance
rand Performance is bucking the trend of declining
sales at the high end.
Dan Casebeer, owner of the St.
Paul performance road shop, said
he sees continued strength of highend road bike sales thanks to his
dedicated customer. Casebeer said
Grand Performance through May
was up $50,000 over the same time
last year. And, he added, 2008 was
its best year in terms of dollars.
He attributed continued growth
in a weak economy to a client
that buys a bike over a new car or
household appliance. “We’re not
selling to the masses; we’re selling
to specific customers,” he said.
Aided by its location a few blocks
off Summit Avenue, a tony residential street lined with old-growth
trees and historic mansions, Grand
Performance attracts a discerning
shopper. It also draws dedicated
cyclists from further afield with its
authentic pro shop vibe and ties to
founder Steve Hed of Hed wheels.
Old racing frames and jerseys
dripping with former glory hang

in the country. He also sells Raleigh and
Cannondale.
In 1999, he added snowboards into
the mix to diversify his seasonal bike
business, although the bike side remains
the majority of his bottom line.
Saltvold grew his business organically. Starting out as a teenager, he didn’t
have a grand vision to grow into more
than a dozen locations, but after he hit
two stores, it snowballed.
“Once I got to that three- or fourstore kind of size, I had to make a decision: Is this enough? Do I want to stop?
Or do I build a larger company with the
infrastructure to support more stores,”
Saltvold said.
The first impetus for growth was to
provide employees with the opportunity for a career. Today, Saltvold’s upper
management staff includes a president,
two vice presidents—one for purchasing
and another for information systems—
and managers to head up marketing,
accounting and human resources.
Central operations in Bloomington
include a 30,000-square-foot warehouse
where all inventory is shipped before
being parsed out to individual stores, a
training facility and business offices.
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City Leaders Hope If They Build It, Cyclists Will Come

Bokoo Bikes

In the past three decades, he’s built his
company into a Midwest empire with 13
stores in the Twin Cities area and two in
Madison, Wisconsin. Saltvold, who is
the sole owner of the company, employs
up to 240 people during the peak season and is the No. 1 Specialized dealer
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Chief among them: a robust and diverse array of more than 60 bike shops
satisfying the whims and preferences of
every cyclist. It is a crowded, competitive
retail environment but storeowners are
friendly with one another. They talk.
They swap stories. They work together
toward a shared goal of getting more
people on bikes.
“One of the great things is everyone
is really civil. We know we’re in this together,” said Gene Oberpriller, owner of
One on One Bicycle Studio.
A few shared experiences of retailing
in the Twin Cities rose to the surface
during our store visits:
• The selling season is short and retailers need to be ready with product on
hand when the weather breaks or they’ll
never make up lost ground.

• Bianchi has surprisingly strong
market penetration due, some suggested, to a successful longtime sales
rep.
• The Big Three—Trek, Specialized
and Giant—have put their stakes in
the ground, creating strong partnerships and launching concept stores
with market leaders.
• The dominance of these few
brands has led some retailers to worry
that the market is becoming homogenized. It’s a legitimate concern.
But this retail market retains its
unique character and charm through
its diverse array of stores. Shops have
found success by carving out specific
niches and carrying unique brands
and products.
Those that continue to differentiate
themselves with their product mix
and focus will satisfy this city’s large Used bike sales and trade-in programs
abound in this seasonal market.
and diverse group of cyclists.

Photos by Jake Orness

Continued from page DT-1

• Minnesotans are a hearty bunch.
Perhaps as a legacy of common Scandinavian heritage, they’re willing to ride
year-round despite the frigid winters.
• The downtown has a vibrant fixie
and single-speed scene that eclectic urban shops like The Hub Bike Co-op and
One on One Bike Studio have tapped
into.
• Successful storeowners like Erik
Saltvold got their start fixing up and
reselling second-hand bikes. Used bike
sales and trade-in programs still abound
in the area proving the old adage, “One
person’s trash is another person’s treasure.”
• Basements, a fixture in Midwest cycling shops, are hidden treasure troves
for bike collectors.
• Quality Bicycle Products is a major perk; it serves as a secondary warehouse for many local shops with sameday shipping.
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Minneapolis…
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Obara predicts he’ll finish the
year down considerably after losing
his low-end customers, either because they’re not buying or they’re
buying at mass-market stores.
“Normally I move several hundred comfort bikes and
I don’t think I’ve done
turns on every size. Normally I move a lot of
mountain bikes. I’m not
moving mountain bikes
at all,” he said.
Bikes priced from $500
to $1,500 are still selling
at a rate of about one per
day, Obara added.
One thing that could
help bring in more business is a city project to
build an overpass allowing cyclists
to safely cross Highway 7 from the
Kenilworth Trail, providing direct
access to Bike Masters. That project
broke ground in June. The city also
plans to install a light rail station
near the shop. —Nicole Formosa
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Minneapolis Impresses With Vibrant Bike Culture

O

BY MEGAN TOMPKINS

n the surface, Minneapolis is a city in which few
retailers in other parts of the country would envy
running a bike shop. Those who have only made
the annual pilgrimage to the Twin Cities for Quality Bicycle
Products’ open house know little about the bike facilities
buried beneath the ice and snow in February.
“We’re one of the most seasonal markets—though I haven’t
been to Buffalo, New York,” said Erik Saltvold, owner of
Erik’s Bike Shop, with 13 stores in the greater Twin Cities
area.
But this unassuming region that is home to 2.85 million
people is not unlike its residents: a modest, hard-working
bunch, who speak humbly about their own accomplishDT-16
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ments but beam with pride talking about their city.
And with good reason. Minneapolis boasts 40 miles
of dedicated bike lanes and 83 miles of off-street bike
paths. That enviable infrastructure has spawned a vibrant and varied cycling culture that defies harsh winters
and geographic obstacles such as lakes, wetlands and the
Mississippi River.
The dozen-or-so riders that traversed the city over the
course of three days in June for the BRAIN Dealer Tour
experienced some of the best weather the city has to offer.
But sunshine and mild temperatures aside, all agreed that
the Twin Cities had plenty to offer cyclists.
Continued on page D-12
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